VISION

VISION

Baxo’s vision is to become an industry leader in AR advertising
technology, bridging the gap between advertisers and AR publishers
using blockchain technology.
Co-founder & CVO od Baxo.io

MISSION

MISSION

Imagine a building window that shows a video,
or a street sign converted by a cola ad.
•

Baxo is a technology company that pioneered an AR
advertising platform

•

AR ads provide new and immersive ad experience

•

Baxo provides a focused solution for advertisers to
collaborate with AR ad publishers

•

AR app developers can now monetize using Baxo

•

Our goal is to create the best and largest AR ad
exchange community

•

We provide precision ad targeting and ensuring high
return on ad-spend (ROAS)

3-YEAR GOAL

3-YEAR GOAL
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2000 AR apps
integrated with Baxo
+100 Million viewers
SDK supports all
AR glasses and Smartphones

Reach +50 Million AR ads / day
$175K / day in AR advertising
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GABI BEN AMI

DANIEL JAFFE

GUY DVIR

ROY TERTMAN

JOE MCCORMACK

CEO

CTO

CMO

CPO & VP Business
Development

CSO

TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY

Baxo will be an all-new global ecosystem with transparency in the form of a global
decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) governed by token-holders and
developed by the Baxo Foundation.
• Baxo is a decentralized ad exchange for AR platforms,
with unique technologies.
• Baxo uses blockchain technology to create an
efficient and transparent solution.

BUDGET DISTRIBUTI

BUDGET DISTRIBUTION

• With the use of Blockchain technology Baxo can
overcome key issues in today’s digital marketing
industry – transparency, ad-fraud, privacy concerns,
end-user flexibility and more.
• Furthermore, Baxo uses Smart Contracts to handle
secured transactions and budget distribution,
leading to fair-play for all parties involved.
• Our technology platform includes an SDK for AR app
developers, and user portals for advertisers and
publishers.
• The SDK can display up to 32 different ads from
various advertisers at the same time.

TOKEN ALLOCATION

TOKEN ALLOCATION

ICO DETAILS

ICO DETAILS

Dated Jul 24th 2018, the following values are our most updated
calculations:

Amount of total tokens

Hard cap

1 billion

$ 30 million

Crowdsale tokens

Soft cap

600 million

$ 5 million

Linked currency

Token type

Ethereum

Utility token

Exchange rate

Token contract address

USD Based

TBD
will be posted prior to the
general public sale

Launch date and time

Payments available

Jul/Aug

1st day

will be updated

of the ICO

Token distribution date

Presenting AR ads

14 days

7-14 days

from the end of the token sale

from the end of the token sale

TOKEN

TOKEN

The Baxo token will implement an
upgradeable design that will enable
future enhancement of speed, scalability,
performance, functionality and business
pivoting.
A token upgrade is an imperative feature,
allowing Baxo to create real-time
sustainable solutions. Aspects of the token
upgrade vary from simple improvements
(i.e. speed and scalability) to the adoption
of a new crypto technologies and security
measures as the ecosystem evolves.

AD TYPES

AD TYPES

Screens and Billboards
Static-Geometry
Ads that are placed on static objects, that is, building windows, street
signs, etc. With this method, the ad accurately replaces the object
with precise perspective, maintaining same-scene live experiences.

AR ads that replace outdoor video advertising real-estate or indoor
monitors/LCDs. Algorithms used to detect the area to be replaced
are more complex, given the video movement inside the rectangular
shapes.

Virtual Character
Non-Deformable Moving Objects
Cars in motion are “moving non-deformable objects” since they do not
change shape. Baxo algorithms detect the moving object’s geometry
as well as separately identify the main outdoor parts, meaning
windows, wheels, doors, etc.

Interactive ads installed via digital characters in 3rd-party apps that
use these characters as part of their offering. The virtual character
can be a digital person, a cartoon, a superhero, etc. in the real-life
spectrum of AR.

Deformable Moving Objects
Partial Object
leverages an object’s size and dimensions and can separate subobjects in the given object. It can then replace only the sub-object
with the related ad.

Digi-Capital
Augumented / Virtual
Reality

Reality

Revenue Forecast

People are a good example of “moving deformable objects.” Baxo
technology can identify moving, deformable objects and recognize
the type of object while in motion, that is, a person, a dog, etc.
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AR IS MAINSTREAM

AR IS MAINSTREAM

Sep ‘16

Research

AR Becomes a Realistic Revenue Generator
Forbes.com

Jun ‘17

Develop AR Apps Prototypes

Augmented Reality: Marketing’s Trillion Dollar Opportunity
Adage.com

Jul ‘17

AR Ad Exchange POC

Microsoft Is Going All In on Virtual and Augmented Reality
Technologyreview.com

Nov ‘17

Blockchain POC & Initial AR Ads

Apple Is Ramping Up Work on AR Headset to Succeed iPhone
Bloomberg.com

May ‘18

Token Pre-Sale

Apple R&D spends almost $3 billion on self-driving and AR
Readwrite.com

Baxo Platform Prototype

Global Mobile AR Market to Showcase a CAGR of 77% Through 2021
Businesswire.com

Dec ‘18
Mar ‘19

Baxo v1 Improvements

Facebook pushes augmented reality at F8 conference, Zuckerberg
says it could change how we use phones
Abc.net.au

Apr ‘19

Baxo v1 Launch & MarketAdoption

Intel “eliminates” wearables division to focus on augmented reality
Readwrite.com

Jul ‘19

Baxo 2.0 Release

Facebook’s Oculus patents lightweight smart glasses
Readwrite.com
Augmented/Virtual Reality Revenue Forecast Revised To Hit
$120 Billion By 2020
Seekingalpha.com

Apple’s Tim Cook Says
„AR Will Change
Everything”
Deadline.com

